Abstract-We investigate transmission energy minimization via optimizing wireless relay selection in orthogonal-frequencydivision multiple access networks. We take into account the impact of the load of cells on transmission energy. We prove the NP -hardness of the energy-aware wireless relay selection problem. To tackle computational complexity, a partial optimality condition is derived for providing insights in respect of designing an effective and efficient algorithm. Numerical results show the resulting algorithm achieves high energy performance.
access links [6] , [7] . Compared to the former, the latter does not require a pre-defined separation in the frequency domain. Moreover, if relays are required to operate on a single carrier, then there is no possibility to make separation for implementing out-band relay mode, and thus in-band relay would be the only option in this case [7] .
Recently, studies [8] , [9] investigated energy minimization in orthogonal-frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) networks, under an interference model proposed in [10] . This model characterizes the coupling relationship among the load of cells, which is defined to be the proportion of consumed time-frequency resource in each cell. The model is therefore named as a "load-coupling" model [10] . However, understanding and analyzing load coupling for relays with wireless backhauling is not straightforward. In this letter, we provide significant extensions of the model to wireless relay scenarios, following the LTE-advanced standard of wireless relays in [6] . We formulate the energy-aware relay selection problem, named MinE, and prove its computational hardness. Moreover, we derive an optimality condition, based on which a relay selection algorithm is proposed for solving MinE. Numerical results show significant improvement on network energy consumption, compared to the standard strategy of strongest-cell association.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Network Model
We consider a heterogeneous cellular network (HetNet) with macro cells (MCs), user equipments (UEs), and relay cells (RCs). Denote by B = {1, 2, . . . , n B } the set of MCs, T = {1, 2, . . . , n T } the set of UEs, and R = {n T + 1, n T + 2, . . . , n T + n R } the set of RCs. We focus on downlink transmission in this letter. For any UE j ∈ T , the set of j 's candidate serving cells is denoted by C j . For any RC k ∈ R , denote by C k the set of k's candidate MCs for establishing the backhaul link. The relay selection aims at 1) choosing a serving cell out of C j for all j ∈ T , and 2) finding for each RC k ∈ R an MC out of C k to establish the backhaul link, so as to minimize the network transmission energy.
We assume in-band wireless relay transmission [11] , which implies no explicit splitting of available time-frequency resource between the backhaul links and the access links. To avoid the loop interference [7] , the backhaul and access links should operate on orthogonal resources, meaning that, within the area of each MC, the time-frequency resource units (RUs) utilized by the two types of links do not overlap. Thus some of the links preserve orthogonality with each other. We refer to Figure 1 for an illustration.
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∪T i } the set of links that preserve orthogonality to link i, j . For k ∈ R , suppose that it is connected with some MC i with a backhaul link. We define
to be the set of links having the intra-cell orthogonality to the access link k, j with j ∈ T k . And for the backhaul link
We denote by L the set of all backhaul and access links in the network.
B. Load-Coupling Model
Let r i j be the bit rate demand on the link i, j . Denote by γ i j the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) from i to j . Without loss of generality, we use an (RU) to refer to the minimum unit for resource allocation. The bandwidth per RU is denoted by B. In the denominator in (1), B log 2 (1+γ i j ) computes the achievable bit rate per RU. We assume that there are M RUs in total, such that M B log 2 (1 + γ i j ) is the total achievable bit rate for UE j . In (1), x i j is then defined to be the proportion of RUs used by the transmission link i, j , among all RUs in cell i . The sum of the proportion of allocated RUs in any cell i , i.e., j ∈T i x i j , is defined to be the load of cell i , which is bounded by the full load, i.e. j ∈T i x i j ≤ 1 i ∈ B∪R .
The SINR on any RU allocated to i, j is given by (2). In the nominator, p i j is the transmission power of an RU of link i, j in cell i . The value of g i j is the power gain from i to j . In the denominator of (2), recall that x vu represents the proportion of occupied RU by v, u in cell v. The value of x vu is then interpreted as the likelihood that i, j receives interference from v, u on the RU. Note that v, u ∈ L\L i j , which is the set of all links that are not required to be orthogonal to i, j .
By (1) and (2), one can observe that a change on x uv for any link u, v may cause a variation after the SINR of some link i, j , thus leading to a new value of x i j , i.e., the required resource consumption for link i, j . Thus, the levels of resource consumption are inherently coupled. This relationship, as characterized by (1) and (2), is called load-coupling.
C. Computation of Transmission Energy
Recall that x i j represents the proportion of consumed RU of link i, j . Hence, the number of RUs that are used for transmission by i, j is Mx i j . On each RU, the transmit power is p i j . Then the energy consumption on link i, j is Mp i j x i j .
We now focus on how to compute x i j in the loadcoupling model in (1) and (2) . Let n = n T + n R . The proportions of RU consumption for all potential links in the network are represented by the vector
By plugging (2) in (1), we get the function of the proportion of consumed RUs by i, j in (3) below. For vector x satisfying the cell-load coupling relation in the system model
It can be verified by observing the concavity of function [12] . An SIF has the following property: starting from an arbitrary positive x (0) , if the fixed point of function F i j exists, then it is unique, can be iteratively computed by x
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For any UE j ∈ T , we use a variable a j to indicate the UE's serving cell, i.e. a j = i if UE j is currently served by cell i . Similarly, for any RC k ∈ R , we use a k = i to indicate that RC k is connected to MC i with a wireless backhaul. For any j , a j ∈ C j for all j ∈ T ∪ R . The vector a then denotes the association among MCs, RCs and UEs.The energy-aware relay selection problem, a.k.a. MinE, is
formulated in (4) . The objective of minimizing the energy on all links is given in (4a). Constraint (4b) ensures that x satisfies the coupling relationship in the system model. Constraint (4c) guarantees that the bit rate demand of any UE j ∈ T is satisfied. Constraint (4d) ensures sufficient bit rate on each backhaul link. Constraint (4e) and (4f) are imposed to limit the proportion of consumed RUs in each cell to be no more than 1, corresponding to the full load constraint for MCs and RCs, respectively. Constraint (4g) is imposed such that the selected cell for a backhaul/access link is within the candidate set.
IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS Theorem 1: MinE is NP -hard.
Proof: We reduce the Maximum Independent Set (MIS) problem to MinE. We construct a specific HetNet scenario. For each UE, there is one potential MC and one potential RC as candidate serving cells. Correspondingly, for any undirected graph instance G with N nodes (N ≥ 2) in the MIS problem, we define N UEs. Thus, for any node in G, we have one UE, one MC and one RC. We use 1, 2, . . . , N to index the nodes in graph G. We use the term "neighboring" to refer to the relationship of any two entities that are associated respectively to two neighboring nodes in G.
For any node i in G, we set the gain from MC i to UE i to 1.0, the gain from RC i to UE i to 6.0, and the gain from MC i to RC i to 3.0, respectively. For any two neighbouring nodes i and k (meaning that there is an edge between node i and node k) in graph G, we set the gain from RC i to UE k to a small positive value . The gain values other than the above three cases are set to be negligible, treated as zero. The noise σ 2 is set to 1.0. The values of gain and noise can be scaled without affecting the validity of the proof. The transmit powers of MCs and RCs are set to 1.0 and 0.5, respectively.The bit rate demand for any UE is set to 1.0.
Due to space limit, we give a sketch of the line of arguments. For any UE i , if we have it served by RC i , then all the resource in RC i is in use. If any RC k neighboring to UE i is activated, then UE i would receive the interference from RC k, leading to that UE i 's demand cannot be satisfied anymore by the access link from RC i to UE i . Hence in a feasible solution, any pair of two neighboring UEs cannot be simultaneously served by their corresponding RCs. In addition, one can verify that it is always better to serve any UE i with RC i rather than MC i for energy saving. Thus we finish the reduction by concluding that, to solve this constructed problem instance is to maximize the number of activated RCs, subject to that at most one RC of any pair of neighboring RCs can be in use. Hence the conclusion.
V. ENERGY MINIMIZATION VIA OPTIMALITY CONDITION
This section aims to seek for an effective strategy to deal with the combinatorial nature of MinE. A partial optimality condition is derived below, based on which we propose the relay selection algorithm.
A. Optimality Condition
We introduce some notations for deriving the optimality condition. Denote byâ andǎ any two associations, such that ∃ jâ j =ǎ j . Denote l = { j :â j =ǎ j , j ∈ T ∪ R }. Denote byx andx the fixed points of the function F under a andǎ, respectively. Denote byê the total transmission energy with associationâ, i.e.ê = n j =1 pâ j jxâ j j , and byě the total transmission energy with associationǎ, i.e.ě = n j =1 pǎ j jxǎ j j . of x t , and x t is the fixed point  of G(x,â, t) , withx being the starting point. 2) Fâ j j (x t ,â) ≤xǎ j j for any j / ∈ t. Proof: The necessity can be proved straightforwardly by letting t = T ∪ R . For the sufficiency, the basic idea is to provex ≤ x t by using Condition 2), and then combine it with Condition 1) to compute respectivelyê anď e. Suppose there exists some set t (l ⊆ t ⊆ T ∪ R ) satisfying 1) and 2). We consider the fixed-point iterationŝ
Definition 1: We define the following function for any i ∈ C j , and any j ∈ T ∪ R , where t is a non-empty subset of
, combined with the construction thatx (0) = x t , we havex
we havex
. By the construction thatx (0) = x t and condition 2),x
holds. Therefore, we havê
We first considerê. By the monotonicity of F(x,â) in x, we have the following property. For any k ≥ 0, if −1) ,â) holds, which would directly lead to x (k+1) ≤ x (k) . According to the discussion above, we have x (k+1) ≤ x (k) for k = 0. We therefore conclude by mathematical induction thatx ≤ · · · ≤x (1) 
We then considerě. For any j / ∈ t, we have x
Since l ⊆ t, we conclude j / ∈ l for any j / ∈ t. Therefore, according to the definition of l , we haveâ j =ǎ j for j / ∈ t. Note that in condition 1),x is the starting point for the fixed-point iterations of the function G(x,ǎ, t). According to the definition of the function G i j in (5) 
Hence the conclusionê <ě. Given any two associationsâ andǎ, Theorem 2 serves as a sufficient and necessary condition for checking whetherâ leads to a better energy performance thanǎ. When t ⊂ T ∪ R , it is called asynchronous fixed-point iterations [12] , which is Algorithm 1: Relay Selection
rather faster if |t| |T ∪ R | and can be implemented in a distributed manner.
B. Algorithm Design
We use the function A j (x) = arg min i∈C j p i j x i j to assign each j ∈ T ∪ R to the cell with lowest energy for transmitting to j . Algorithm 1 below takes an initial associationǎ as the input, and outputs the optimized associationâ. The pre-defined parameter η indicates the maximum number of loop rounds. The vectors a and x are iteratively updated by functions A and F, respectively. Once a (k) = a (k−1) holds for any round k, meaning that there is no update on vector a (k) , the algorithm terminates and returns the optimized associationâ. In each round, the set l (k) records the positions of all the different elements between a (k) andǎ. In Lines 9 and 10, the asynchronous fixed-point iterations are applied with respect to set t, with t ⊇ l (k) . Lines 11 and 12 use the optimality condition to check if the new association a (k) would improve the transmission energy, with numerical tolerances 1 and 2 .
VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS For simulation, 7 MCs are deployed at the center of a hexagonal region, each with the distance of 500 meters to its neighbor MC. In each hexagonal region, 2 or 4 RCs as well as 20 UEs are randomly placed. The network operates at 2 GHz. Each RU is set to 180 kHz bandwidth and the bandwidth for each cell is 20 MHz. The noise power spectral density is set to −174 dBm/Hz. We remark that the simulation settings follow the 3GPP standardization document [6] , to be consistent with expected 5G network scenarios in terms of bandwidth and network density. Also, the path loss of MCs and RCs follow the standard 3GPP urban macro and micro models [13] , respectively. With the simulation setup and based on one thousand instances, the peak rate can achieve 1 Gbps; this is consistent with [6] and the expectation of 5G. The average rate, which is naturally lower than the peak one, depends on user density and resource sharing The shadowing coefficients are generated by the log-normal distribution with 6 dB and 3 dB standard deviation [13] , for MCs and RCs, respectively. The maximum transmit power levels for MCs and RCs are set to 800 mW and 50 mW per RU, respectively. Simulations are run over multiple data sets and averaged afterwards.
In Figure 2 , there are two network scenarios, in which 2 and 4 RCs are deployed in each hexagonal region, respectively. As references for comparison, each UE (or RC) j is associated with the cell in C j with the best received power. As expected, the 4-RCs case benefits more on energy performance via relay selection, compared to the 2-RCs case, since that each UE has more options for choosing its serving cell in the former. For these two cases, the improvements by using the proposed algorithm are 34% and 47%, respectively. Furthermore, the improvement becomes larger, with the increase of the user demand, which indicates that an appropriate relay selection is crucial for a network with heavy data traffic. We remark that for the best-received power based relay selection, the network can still also benefit from deploying more RCs on energy cost. In other words, the energy cost can be reduced by deploying more RCs, without optimizing the relay selection. However, one can see from the numerical results that the corresponding gain is far less compared to optimizing the relay selection.
